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Deep sequencing analysis of an asymptomatic grapevine revealed a virome containing five RNA viruses
and a viroid. Of these, Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 7 (GLRaV-7), an unassigned closterovirus, was
by far the most prominently represented sequence in the analysis. Graft-inoculation of the infection to
another grape variety confirmed the lack of the leafroll disease symptoms, even though GLRaV-7 could
be detected in the inoculated indicator plants. A 16,496 nucleotide-long genomic sequence of this virus
was determined from the deep sequencing data. Its genome architecture and the sequences encoding
rapevine viruses
eafroll disease
losteroviridae family
LRaV-7
eep sequence analysis
ChV-1
oV-1

its nine predicted proteins were compared with those of other closteroviruses. The comparison revealed
that two other viruses, Little cherry virus-1 and Cordyline virus-1 formed a well supported phylogenetic
cluster with GLRaV-7.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Cultivation of grapevine (Vitis vinifera) and wine production
ave deep historical roots and major economic significance in the
emperate climate zones around the globe (Bisson et al., 2002).
ontrolling viral, bacterial and fungal diseases of grapevine is an
n-going challenge for the grape industry. Virus-caused grapevine
eafroll disease is among the most damaging and widespread of
he diseases of V. vinifera. Infected vines exhibit down-rolling of
eaf margins and inter-veinal reddening or chlorosis (reddish in
ed-fruit varieties, chlorotic in white-fruit varieties) that increases
hrough the season (Martelli, 1993); the infection reduces grape
ields.

Despite decades of research, the relative contributions of the
iruses associated with leaftoll disease, and the pathogenicities of
ach have yet to be resolved. All leafroll disease viruses identified
o far belong to the family Closteroviridae. They show long filamen-
ous particles containing positive-sense RNA genomes (Dolja et al.,

006). The list of these viruses includes eleven species (Martelli
t al., 2002; Alkowni et al., 2004; Maliogka et al., 2008; Abou

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 530 752 5401; fax: +1 530 752 2132.
E-mail address: akrowhani@ucdavis.edu (A. Rowhani).

168-1702/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.virusres.2011.10.018
Ghanem-Sabanadzovic et al., 2010) not counting the mis-identified
Grapevine leafroll associated virus (GLRaV)-8 (Bertsch et al., 2009).

Our objective in this study was to clarify the contextualiza-
tion of GLRaV-7 among the rest of the leafroll disease causing
viruses of grapevine. The rapidly growing list of newly discovered
closteroviruses with diverse host ranges, life cycles, and genome
architectures (Abou Ghanem-Sabanadzovic et al., 2010; Maliogka
et al., 2008; Menzel et al., 2009; Tzanetakis and Martin, 2007;
Tzanetakis et al., 2005, 2011) necessitates a phylogenetic and taxo-
nomic update of this large and economically important virus family.
The recent co-designation of GLRaVs -4, -5, -6, and -9 as members
of the GLRaV-4 subgroup (Abou Ghanem-Sabanadzovic et al., 2011;
Thompson et al., 2011) is one step in this reorganization.

The current separation of the Closteroviridae into three genera
is in accord with the transmission of each by distinct insect vectors
and reflects a general trend in the family evolution (Dolja et al.,
2006; Karasev, 2000). However, GLRaV-7 is not classified among
these genera, but remains a taxonomically unassigned member of
this group. This virus acquired its name on the basis of limited
sequence information (Choueiri et al., 1996) although the epony-
mous disease symptoms have not been definitively attributed to

it. Its detection in California was reported by Morales and Monis
(2007).

Complete sequences are available for members of the GLRaV-
4 subgroup (Abou Ghanem-Sabanadzovic et al., 2011; Thompson

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.virusres.2011.10.018
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01681702
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/virusres
mailto:akrowhani@ucdavis.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.virusres.2011.10.018
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t al., 2011), GLRaV-2 (Zhu et al., 1998), and GLRaV-3 (Ling
t al., 2004); partial sequence is available for GLRaV-1 (Fazeli and
ezaian, 2000). Subspecies variability has recently been noted for
trains of GLRaV-1 (Alabi et al., 2011), GLRaV-3 (Wang et al., 2011),
nd GLRaV-7 (Morales and Monis, 2007; Al Rwahnih et al., 2011).

We present here a 16,496 nt sequence of the GLRaV-7 genome.
he genome encodes a papain-like leader protease, capping
nzyme, and helicase; the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
RdRp); an Hsp70h; a three-gene block encoding the major (CP) and
wo minor (p61 and CPm) capsid proteins; and two uncharacterized
roteins, p25 and p27, at the 3′-terminus. A previously published
90 nt sequence for the GLRaV-7 HSP70h gene (Saldarelli et al.,
998) was found to be 93% identical to its homolog in this sequence;
preliminary GLRaV-7 genomic sequence report (Mikona et al.,

009) was also similar to the GLRaV-7 sequence. Comparative anal-
sis of the GLRaV-7 sequence described here with the sequences of
ther members of the Closterovirudae suggest that GLRaV-7 could
e placed into a fourth genus in that family.

. Materials and methods

.1. Virus sources

GLRaV-7 strain Swi was identified in V. vinifera, cv Pinot Noir
lone 23 (PN23), a source vine maintained by Foundation Plant
ervices (FPS) at UC Davis. The infection was assayed by specific
T-PCR testing (Turturo et al., 2000). The PN23 source vine tested
ositive for GLRaV-7 and negative for all other known grapevine

eafroll associated viruses.

.2. Biological indexing

GLRaV-7-infected PN23 canes were graft inoculated to Caber-
et Franc, which is a standard indicator host variety for grapevine

eafroll diseases. Nine replicates of 3 indicators each (total 27
lants) were bud chip inoculated from the PN23 source plant. Two
ud chips per indicator were grafted, and the grafted plants main-
ained in the greenhouse for one month for the graft to heal. After
wo weeks to a month of acclimatization in a shade house, grafted
lants were planted in the field. Symptoms were evaluated 1.5
ears after inoculation. Two replicates of three plants each of graft
noculated from GLRaV-2 and GLRaV-3 infected vines were grown
n parallel as positive controls.

.3. High throughput sequencing

For sequencing and characterization of the GLRaV-7 Swi isolate
ouble stranded RNA (dsRNA) was extracted from 90 g of cam-
ial scrapings from the PN-23 source vine as described (Routh
t al., 1998) without the DNase and RNase enzymatic digestion
teps. Complementary DNA (cDNA) libraries were made using the
uperScript® II Reverse Transcriptase kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
rimed with random hexamers (300 ng/�l, Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
A) and amplified with GenomePlex® complete whole genome
mplification kit (Sigma, San Louis, MO) following the manufac-
urer’s instructions. The amplified DNA preparation was cleaned
ith the PCR cleanup kit (Sigma, St Louis, MO) and DNA quality
as checked as described previously (Al Rwahnih et al., 2009).

amples were subjected to 454 Life Sciences (Branford, CT, USA)
igh-throughput pyrosequencing, using the Genome Sequencer
LX platform.

A second set of cDNA libraries prepared as above were subjected

o deep sequencing using the Illumina Genome Analyzer II plat-
orm (Illumina, San Diego CA). The High-Speed Sequence Search
uite (HS3) algorithm from GenomeQuest (Westborough, Mass.)
as used to sort the sequences (Al Rwahnih et al., 2009). Reads
arch 163 (2012) 302–309 303

were subjected to both BLASTN and BLASTX analysis (Altschul et al.,
1997) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The contiguous GLRaV-7
genome sequence was assembled using the assembly tools in the
SeqMan NGen and SeqMan Pro software suites from DNAstar.

2.4. Multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis

Comparative analyses of members and tentative members of the
viral family Closteroviridae (excluding those for which only partial
sequences have been described) produced phylogenetic trees based
on amino acid sequences of the heat shock protein 70 homolog
(HSP70h) gene, and the coat protein (CP) gene.

Multiple alignments were made with the default options of
multiple sequence alignment program Clustal X 1.8 (Thompson
et al., 1997). Alternatively, multiple sequence alignments were
constructed using the MUSCLE program (Edgar, 2004) and are
presented in the ClustalW format. Phylogenetic analyses were con-
ducted using the minimum evolution method as well as Maximum
Likelihood and Maximum Parsimony methods from Molecular Evo-
lutionary Genetic Analysis software MEGA version 5 (Tamura et al.,
2011). The support for the tree nodes was estimated using 1000
bootstrap replicates with default parameters. Accession numbers of
the viruses used in the alignment and in phylogenetic analysis are
listed in Table S1, as is that of the unpublished GLRaV-7 sequence
of Mikona et al. (2009).

Protein secondary structure predictions for GLRaV-7 p25 and
p27 were made using the PSIPRED program; confidence levels in
the predictions, on a scale of 0–1, are reflected in the height and
the blue color intensity of the bars (McGuffin et al., 2000).

3. Results

3.1. Identification of the asymptomatic GLRaV-7 infection

We analyzed a row of Pinot Noir 23 vines propagated from
the PN-23 source vine at Foundation Plants Services (FPS)
(http://fps.ucdavis.edu) at the University of California, Davis. All of
these clones appeared asymptomatic over the ten years since their
planting; all tested positive for GLRaV-7 using the specific RT-PCR
assay of Turturo et al. (2000). The asymptomatic GLRaV-7 infection
was confirmed in a retest of twenty two of these plants using a sec-
ond set of RT-PCR primers designed for the specific detection of the
viral HSP70h gene (Al Rwahnih et al., 2011). Analysis of the same
material with the full panel of tests for all other known leafroll
virus species (Klaassen et al., 2011) revealed the presence of no
other leafroll viruses.

3.2. Biological indexing analysis

Cane samples from the original PN-23 source vine were graft
inoculated to Cabernet franc, which is a standard indicator host for
grapevine leafroll diseases (Rowhani et al., 2005). Over the course
of the analysis, the inoculated indicator plants were all found to
have become positive for GLRaV-7 infection according to the RT-
PCR tests. But they showed no leafroll disease symptoms during
2 years of observation. Control inoculations using GLRaV-2 and -3
infected canes induced PCR-detectable and symptomatic infections
in the indicator host in both cases.

3.3. Deep sequencing analysis of the virome

We characterized the virome of the GLRaV-7-infected vines

using 454 Life Sciences high throughput sequencing of the dsRNA
fraction recovered from cane tissue. This total genomic analysis
produced 42,226 reads containing 8.7 mb of sequence data. BLAST
analysis of the high quality reads against the GenBank database

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://fps.ucdavis.edu/
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ig. 1. Genome organizations of GLRAV-7 in comparison to CoV-1, LIYV, GLRaV-2 an
heir vertical heights represent the different frame registers. Shared colors represen
elicase domain; RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; HSP70h, heat shock prot

Altschul et al., 1997) revealed 22,910 virus related sequences. The
irome was found to include five positive-strand RNA viruses and
viroid (Table 1). The presence of each virus was confirmed by RT-
CR analysis using virus-specific primers (Al Rwahnih et al., 2009).
he vast majority of the virus-derived reads, 18,962, were identified
s GLRaV-7.

Although the 454 Life Sciences pyrosequencing run provided
early complete coverage of the GLRaV-7 genome, a second deep
equencing analysis from the same plant was done using the Illu-
ina protocol, to fill in a few short gaps, and to assess positional

ariations averaged into the consensus sequence. 17,706,338 high
uality reads averaging 36 nt in length were identified in this sec-
ndary analysis. BLAST analysis of these reads identified the same
iruses as had been identified in the 454 Life Sciences analysis. The
llumina results supported the 454 identification of GLRaV-7 as the
ole leafroll virus in the infection (Table 1).

.4. Genomic analysis of GLRaV-7 Swi
The total of 7,722,458 GLRaV-7 reads from both Illumina and
54 runs generated a consensus sequence 16,496 nt in length
or the GLRaV-7 genome. The average coverage depth was 16,
91-fold per nucleotide (nt) with a minimum of 9 reads per nt at

able 1
igh throughput sequencing reads for grapevine viruses and viroids identified in
hole genome analyses of the Pinot Noir 32 vine, using two sequencing protocols,

nd including qualitative results for virus-specific RT-PCR tests.

Pathogen Number of reads

454 Illumina RT-PCR

Grapevine leafroll associated
virus-7

18,962 7,703,496 +

Rupestris stem
pitting-associated virus

2940 295,162 +

Grapevine rupestris vein
feathering virus

841 16,037 +

Grapevine syrah virus-1 139 2211 +
Grapevine red globe virus 25 86 +
Hop stunt viroid 3 12 +
V-3 approximately to scale. The different segments represent open reading frames;
erved sequences. L-Pro, leader protease; MET, methyltransferase domain; HEL, RNA
homolog; CP, coat protein; CPm, minor coat protein.

position 16,407and a maximum of 105,193 at position 8202. The
virus genome sequence (GenBank accession # JN383343) was des-
ignated as GLRaV-7 Swi, after the original Swiss source of the PN-23
vinestock material. Other sequences only for the GLRaV-7 HSP70h
gene previously recorded in the GenBank, ranging in length from
502 to 590 nt were found to be 91–97% identical to their homolog
in the genome reported here. Consistent with a preliminary report
on another GLRaV-7 isolate (Mikona et al., 2009) nine open reading
frames were identified in the virus genome (Fig. 1). In this report,
GLRaV-7 and other members of the phylogenetic cluster of viruses
described in the next section are referred to as members of the
“Velarivirus” genus (see Section 4).

3.5. Identification of an undescribed phylogenetic cluster
including GLRaV-7

Systematic sequence comparisons with the GenBank database
revealed that two other viruses infecting widely divergent hosts,
Little cherry virus-1 (LChV-1; Jelkmann et al., 1997) and Cordy-
line virus-1 (CoV-1; Melzer et al., 2011) were closely related to
GLRaV-7. Using the Alignx Sequence Analysis tool (Vector NTI
AdvanceTM 11.5, Invitrogen Inc., Carlsbad, CA), we found that 7
proteins encoded by these other two viruses consistently showed
higher levels of identity with their homologs in GLRaV-7 than they
did with other closteroviruses (Table 2; virus abbreviations are
described in Table S1). These levels of identify reached 54% for the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, ∼41% for Hsp70h, and ∼30% for
coat protein (CP). In contrast, identity levels of these three proteins
were only 10–28% when compared with the GLRaV-3 (Table 2),
which is the most closely related leafroll-associated virus to GLRaV-
7, indicating the substantial divergence between these two viruses.
GLRaV-4 group viruses show no CPm genes in their sequences (see
Abou Ghanem-Sabanadzovic et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2011) as
is reflected in Table 2.

To investigate the phylogenetic affinities of GLRaV-7, multiple

alignments of the amino acid sequences of viral proteins were gen-
erated and used to construct phylogenetic trees. As shown in Fig. 2a,
GLRaV-7, LChV-1 and CoV-1 formed a distinct, strongly supported
cluster within the Hsp70h phylogenetic tree that encompassed
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Fig. 2. (a) Phylogenetic analysis of the heat shock protein 70 homolog sequences of GLRaV-7 and other species in Closteroviridae family. Bootstrap values are shown as
percentages; percentages less than 70% are not show. Hsp70 of Anabaena variabilis (ABA20196) was used as an outgroup. The Velarivirus lineage is shaded blue, and all other
leafroll viruses are shaded pink. (b) Phylogenetic analysis of the coat protein sequences of GLRaV-7 and other species in Closteroviridae family. Bootstrap values are shown as
percentages; percentages less than 70% are not shown. The CP sequence of Bean calico mosaic virus (BCMoV) NC 003504 was used as an outgroup. The Velarivirus lineage is
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haded blue, and all other leafroll viruses are shaded pink. (For interpretation of the
rticle.)

ost of the recognized members of the family Closteroviridae. The
nalogous tree generated from CP sequences had similar topology,
gain with confident separation of a three-virus lineage (Fig. 2b).
his three-virus cluster remained well separated in trees that were
enerated using the Minimum Evolution, Maximum Likelihood, or
aximum Parsimony methods (not shown).

The sister group to this cluster was found to be the Crinivirus

enus, which is composed of viruses with bi-partite genomes and
ene content distinct from that of GLRaV-7 or CoV-1 (Fig. 1).
riniviruses are transmitted by whiteflies (Ng and Falk, 2006),
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the

whereas no insect or other vectors have so far been identified for
GLRaV-7, LChV-1, or CoV-1.

3.6. Comparative analysis of the members of the phylogenetic
cluster
All identifiable protein domains encoded in the GLRaV-7
genome show higher similarity to the orthologous domains of the
other two members in the identified phylogenetic cluster (Table 2)
than to other closteroviruses. The only notable exception was the
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-terminal portion of the GLRaV-7 polyprotein (∼400 residues)
hat showed only weak (E-value >0.05, Altschul et al., 1997) simi-
arity to the corresponding region of the CoV-1 polyprotein and no
imilarity to the LChV-1 polyprotein. Instead, this part of the GLRaV-
polyprotein was significantly similar to the respective sequences
f the criniviruses (Fig. 3). Given the concordant topologies of the
hylogenetic trees of the HSP70h and CP genes (Fig. 2a and b), in
hich criniviruses were found to be the sister group to the velar-

viruses, it seems likely that this ancestral leader segment degraded
n the CoV-1-LChV-1 clade after its divergence from GLRaV-7.

The monophyly of the three viruses in this cluster was further

upported by characterization of the p25 protein. This protein is
ne of the poorly conserved predicted proteins encoded in the
′-terminal portion of the GLRaV-7 genome; it appears to be homol-
gous to the proteins encoded by the analogously positioned genes
inued.)

of LChV-1 and CoV-1 (Fig. 4). The p25 sequence showed no signif-
icant similarity to any sequence in a standard BLAST search of the
non-redundant protein database at the NCBI. However, a search
against protein sequences of positive-strand RNA viruses alone
showed significant similarity with the p21 protein of LChV-1 (ran-
dom expectation value below 0.001), and the second iteration of a
PSI-BLAST search also retrieved the p26 sequence of CoV-1 (Fig. 4).
The alignment of these three proteins revealed several conserved
blocks with confidently predicted secondary structure, shown in
Fig. 4 as spans of � helix (h) and � strand (e) (the domains of
that secondary structure are shown for GLRaV-7 in Fig. S1). The 3′-

portions of the genomes of other closteroviruses encode proteins
of similar size (e.g., Fig. 1) but sequence or structural similarity
to velarivirus p25 could not be demonstrated despite extensive
sequence comparison.
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GLRaV_7_leader (104-286)  KTKTIVKHRVKLLRSFFNLPRCSFKSIPMEIKRKYKNFTLGMFDLIFNNMHDHNLGGS 
SPaV_leader    (30-212)   PIKSIDLNRLDFLRQYFNIPLCRFNKLPKPIVYMFGRDFQAISNFIDQKMSLKTGNSP 
LChV_leader    (113-292)  QPRSFYKTRLDMLRKICNIPHCRFNRMPQAVINKLGYDVDKINEDIDQALNSKVGGTP 
BYDV_leader    (106-288)  LSRASINKRLDIIRFLCNIPNCRFSRMPISVVRKLGYNVEKINEKIDQALHSKVGGTP 
LIYV_leader    (58-240)   LTKSSIRRSLKNLREVCNLPYCNFKKIPKNISYKYQNPFLKLYEINNNFINCKVGATG 
TICV_leader    (54-236)   VGQSFKKGALKYLRQYYQLPGCNFNKIPLKLARSFRSPMLELVNRVNEYKLGLVGEDS 
                            .:     :. :*   ::* * *. :*  :          : :   :           

GLRaV_7_leader   RLNSSPSKTKSDAIHLNNEGKNFAVNFFFSDTSSQGSLTLTIFLSSTVKHKYNFNIKRYI 
SPaV_leader      NPGNEVVETIEGKTAF---GDGYFVRVWEKPLVIDVFVSLGRYHSPDYDYKYRLNFRRHP 
LChV_leader      ENIRQPDETIQGSTKY---GDGYYVYNYDNKSNVDILICFDSLVKNIYMCKFNLQLKY-- 
BYDV_leader      NPVSTPDETIEGSTRS---GDGYFVNNFSNFNHVEVLISFGRSVNNVYMFKINLDLIK-- 
LIYV_leader      NTNSTYDWRNLSTIGN---GWSVTSYHNDSVSRLHVSMVNNIPNSNTKKLSW---WVTRV 
TICV_leader      SAPALSEWKIQGSTGV---NSDYVLWYNDDVEAVDVMARNVDVNKSTVAIEWRLRWNGRL 
                            .       . .       .              .     .          

GLRaV_7_leader   SRCGNYCH-YRASLNNSNVKEVQEIFLRPMNLFHPTNGLSLCLTTAVMQMFNENRGLGRI 
SPaV_leader      NNKRIYTS-VMCNICKA--DKVSKAFCENYNLFSVLNPTQFMTQCLLLSVMEKIQEFKTL 
LChV_leader      NKQGQAVD-VLVSLIKAYGKTQGQHFCKPFLLSQRLDTKQFYARVLLASVMQRIPDYSAF 
BYDV_leader      NNKNMIVD-VKVSAIKPYGNTVGQNFCDPFRLGQRVNNRQLFVKVLLASVFNKIPDYSKF 
LIYV_leader      RSKNPWKRPYKVIYQRDFRDDGIKPYVSEFILYAPKNRADLEMQSILLSSVECFQDIKYA 
TICV_leader      NKG--WGN-YEVDYTRHFNRPVNNKVVGSFALFNPKSVADKKAQCCLMYLLSYDRTLVNK 
                                .       :       *    .  .      :   ..         

GLRaV_7_leader   IGIFPSRRFLN 
SPaV_leader      VNYHVNSSFRQ 
LChV_leader      YGVYMGKLFCQ 
BYDV_leader      YGIYLGRLYAN 
LIYV_leader      LNYWTNLKFKE 
TICV_leader      MGIYINIKLSE 
                  .   .    : 
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ig. 3. Alignment of the leader regions of GLRaV-7 with those of criniviruses (positio
dentical in the aligned sequences; colons and dots show alignment columns occup

The 3′-most product of the GLRaV-7 genome, p27, showed
o significant similarity to proteins of other closteroviruses
or any other proteins) although secondary structure predic-
ion suggested that p27 is a globular protein with a distinct
lpha-beta fold (Fig. S2). The presence of poorly conserved
enes encoding ∼20–30 kDa proteins in the 3′-region of the
enome (Fig. 1) is a common feature of the closteroviruses
Dolja et al., 2006).

.7. Asymptomatic character of the members of the proposed
enus
GLRaV-7 was found to be asymptomatic in Pinot Noir and
abernet Franc as reported here; GLRaV-7 has also been reported
lsewhere as asymptomatic (Morales and Monis, 2007; Avgelis and
oscia, 2001). Both the LChV-1 and CoV-1 infections have been

Secondary str.                            
p26_CorV1        MDKNCVANSTEFTDTSDFENKKEIN
P25_GLRaV-7      -----MDLETRNDNTMFRERDK--C
P21_LChV1        ----------------MLPQVLE-C
                                  : :  : :

Secondary str.     hhhhhhh                
p26_CorV1        RLIEHFLKKNENANVTFLDRKSREL
P25_GLRaV-7      SLSKDILKKLGLFAAPVLTQGHTGF
P21_LChV1        -MFSSEILE----------------
                  :    : .                

Secondary str.   eeee            hhhhhhhhh
p26_CorV1        TKVLKLKKCILSGQVFSRYDSEEIL
p25_GLRaV-7      LVLKPLVSKRTNSELIGESVINELM
p21_LChV1        ILVFNILKNFFDKTLINEKDIGEMF
                   :  : .   .  ::.     *::

Secondary str.   ehhhhhhhhhhhhhh ee     hh
p26_CorV1        ARSDVLAYMKSVAKGNSYFTFLKHK
p25_GLRaV-7      IDEPILKKIIAEIRGSILCNSNKRK
p21_LChV1        VKSECLKGFTTTLSSMFMYNRGRRN
                   .  *  : :   .    .  ..:

ig. 4. Alignment of the penultimate gene products of the three Velariviruses. Conserve
trand (e).
the polyprotein are indicated in parentheses). Asterisks denote amino acid residues
similar residues depending on the degree of the similarity.

recorded as asymptomatic (Matic et al., 2009; Melzer et al., 2011).
LChV-1 has been identified in symptomatic plants as a member of
a mixed infection, but in no case has it been associated with symp-
tomatic infections for which the presence of other symptomatic,
co-infecting viruses has been conclusively ruled out.

4. Discussion

4.1. Simplified taxonomy of grapevine leafroll viruses

Recent phylogenetic analyses have simplified Closteroviridae
traxonomy, especially as it relates to the grapevine leafroll viruses.

The phylogenetic tree presented in Fig. 2a shows that the grapevine
leafroll viruses can now be divided into four categories. The
Ampelovirus genus contains two of these clusters. One is the GLRaV-
4 group as described by Abou Ghanem-Sabanadzovic et al. (2011).

 eehhhhhhhhhhhhhhh    hhhhhhhh
RVFSCIVEAVDNIIDEICSLKVNNFNKLKNLSDHL
KIFSCIIDKISSALNTLSSTSSSIVSKQQALSD-I
KRF--FEARRDETLETIGSRSK-------------
  *  :    .. :: : * .               

       hhhhhhhh  eeeeeeehhhhhhhh 
VETYVTVNDKFILDNEQVMTTTMRMSEIIPKVSEL
LTESCGVPLEFLDEVGRDLLVSVNVEEVIDFCDSI 
------IDEDTVNEFKELFLMRIPLKSLVQYCDDF 
      :  . : :    :   : :..::   ..: 

hhh   hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh       eeeee
IMIPNRSTKDGILELIRQHITDKFSIGNHFNVKIE
NMFGFGDRVSKIRAAFMNLVIRENEIYKHGKIRLV
DKFGTNVKLKMLSEELTEIILRNKQPSNNLKFSLK
  :      . :   : : :  : .  :: :. :  

hhhhhh   eeeeeeee     eeeeee 
PVDVEMNRNIIITLLF--------------- 
ELLELLNKKTLIIYSYYNSVFGDV-YIVI-- 
AYAKAITLNLQLSIEHCGISNGELAYNLVVG
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Table 2
Similarities (percentage) between the amino acid sequences encoded by the genes
in the GLRAV-7 genome, and amino acid sequences encoded by closteroviruses
LChV-1,-2, GLRaV-2, -3, -Pr, BYV, BnYDV, CoV-1, LCV, SPaV, LIYV, and MV-1. MET,
methyltransferase domain, HEL, helicase domain, RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA poly-
merase. hHSP70, heat shock 70-like protein homologs, CP, coat protein, CPm, minor
coat protein.

Virus MTR HEL RdRp hHSP70 P60 CP CPm

LChV-1 25 39 54 43 25 31 18
CoV-1 26 33 54 39 25 29 17
BnYDV 21 30 49 37 19 22 14
LCV 18 31 49 35 19 21 13
SPaV 20 40 49 38 17 20 12
LIYV 21 30 48 39 19 18 15
GLRaV-3 14 22 28 25 10 10 8
GLRaV-4 14 23 26 28 16 18 –
GLRaV-5 14 22 26 27 15 17 –
GLRaV-6 12 23 26 27 16 19 –
GLRaV-Pr 14 17 25 26 10 11 –
LChV-2 11 19 25 25 12 14 9
BYV 13 21 27 26 13 12 13
GLRaV-2 14 20 28 24 13 13 14
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disease. Arch. Virol. 155, 1871–1876.
MV-1 12 22 29 24 11 12 12

he second contains GLRaV-1 and -3; in this cluster, comparison
f the HSP70 sequences (sources in Table S1) shows 43% similarity
etween them (c.f., Table 2).

GLRaV-2 stands alone in the Closterovirus genus. And a fourth
ivision of the Closteroviridae is proposed in Fig. 2a, in which GLRaV-
is grouped with other unassigned viruses in the family. That

hylogenetic cluster is designated in this report as the Velarivirus
enus.

.2. The putative new genus “Velarivirus”

We describe in this work the common features that distinguish
he cluster containing GLRaV-7, CoV-1, and LChV-1 from other
eneric groups in the Closteroviridae. This three virus group could
onstitute a new genus in that family.

We have brought this possibility to the attention of the ICTV
losteroviridae nomenclature study group. GLRaV-7 has been noted
s being distinct from other closteroviruses that have been assigned
o accepted genera within the family (G. Martelli, personal commu-
ication). For the purposes only of the discussion presented in this
eport, we refer to the potential new genus as the “Velariviruses”
from the latin velari, which means cryptic, or veiled). This pro-
isional name derives from the asymptomatic nature of GLRaV-7
nfection in grapevine as described here. Support for the putative
ew genus includes the following observations.

In Fig. 1 the genomic organization of the three proposed mem-
ers of genus Velarivirus is shown to include a polyprotein encoding
he papain-like leader protease, capping enzyme (in particular, the
eadily recognizable methyltransferase domain), and helicase; the
NA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp); an Hsp70h; a three-gene
lock encoding the major (CP) and two minor (p61 and CPm) cap-
id proteins; and two uncharacterized proteins, p25 and p27, at
he 3′-terminus. This genomic organization was nearly identical
mong the viruses of the proposed genus, in contrast to substantial
ifferences in comparisons with the genomic organizations of
embers of other genera in the Closteroviridae.
As seen in Table 2, all the viral protein sequences that were

ompared showed greater levels of similarity within the proposed
enus Valerivirus than with other genera in the Closteroviridae.

As seen in Fig. 4, for the penultimate gene product (p26), there

as detectable sequence similarity within the proposed Velarivirus

enus; there was no detectable similarity of that gene product with
embers of other genera in the Closteroviridae.
arch 163 (2012) 302–309

As seen in Fig. 2a and b, comparisons based on two viral proteins
formed a Velarivirus clade with 99–100% bootstrap support in phy-
logenetic analysis. Judging from these phylogenetic trees, the only
alternative to establishing a new genus is to merge these viruses
into the existing genus Crinivirus. However, the putatively named
velariviruses possess a monopartite genome (a single long RNA)
whereas criniviruses have a bipartite genome (two RNAs).

4.3. Other proteins encoded by members of the putative
Velarivirus genus

The small open reading frame that overlaps the distal portion
of the RdRp reading frame in GLRaV-7 encodes a 71 residue-long
putative protein with prominent predicted transmembrane helices
in the N-terminal and C-terminal regions. Although this small open
reading frame did not show significant sequence similarity to any
other proteins in current databases, similar small membrane pro-
teins are encoded by other closteroviruses. In the case of Beet
yellows virus, this small hydrophobic protein has been demon-
strated to be expressed from a subgenomic messenger RNA and
is targeted to the endoplasmic reticulum where it is involved in the
critical function of virus cell-to-cell movement (Peremyslov and
Dolja, 2002; Peremyslov et al., 2004).

The presence of genes encoding poorly conserved ∼20–30 kDa
proteins in the 3′-region of the genome is a common feature of
the closteroviruses (Fig. 1) (Dolja et al., 2006). It seems likely
that the homologous relationships between these proteins, e.g., as
revealed here for the proposed Velariviruses in Fig. 4, extend further
than sequence comparisons (even with the most sensitive avail-
able methods) can show. These proteins may be involved in virus
counter-defense against specific host RNAi suppression (Reed et al.,
2003), which could accelerate their divergence through the “arms
race” in specific host-virus pairs (Lu et al., 2004).

4.4. Proposed renaming of GLRaV-7

We show here, as have others (Morales and Monis, 2007; Avgelis
and Boscia, 2001) that leafroll symptoms are not associated with
GLRaV-7 infection. In no case has GLRaV-7 been associated with
symptomatic infection in which the presence of other co-infecting
viruses has been conclusively ruled out. Together with previ-
ous reports (Choueiri et al., 1996; Turturo et al., 2000; Morales
and Monis, 2007) the results presented here suggest the possi-
bility of the existence of a broad yet unsuspected occurrence of
asymptomatic GLRaV-7 in commercial wine, raisin, and table grape
varieties.

We conclude that the current species designation of this virus
as “leafroll-associated” is misleading, both in biological and phy-
logenomic terms. Therefore we propose that the name “GLRaV-7”
should be considered for replacement by the ICTV with a new name
that does not associate the virus with leafrolling in grapevine.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.virusres.2011.10.018.
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